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Satyavan’s Yoga 
 

“If there is a yet happier greater god, 
Let him first wear the face of Satyavan 
And let his soul be one with him I love; 
So let him seek me that I may desire.” 

                                           Savitri-614 
 

The Divine Mother or Savitri always, throughout the human history 
presides over the earth in the multitude of physical forms of Yantra, Vibhuti and 
Avatara. She has chosen earth, the most difficult nether and rigid stuff of 
existence, as her field of Divine action where God is unseen and only is adored a 
Name, life has no sense, love has no place to stand. Her mission is to live as one 
Spirit with all things, to uplift earth’s fate, to point the Souls of men the safe 
passage to God, to uphold life’s helpless claim of right to be and right to love, 
divinise the things undivine, substitute the Nature’s fixed law with Supernature’s 
Law and establish Divine life on earth. Her work will remain incomplete as long 
as a single being on earth is left unchanged. The present physical embodiment of 
The Mother is one of Savitri’s mighty manifestations of Avatara, to bring down 
some rare Divine Force to transform physical life here, which repeats occasionally 
for farther transformation of earth and overcoming the crisis of the Consciousness 
of the race.  

 
A dark concealed hostility or a hidden enemy is lodged deep within the 

human heart which veils the eternal Light, opposes the eternal Will, deflects the 
message of the eternal Word and spoils the happenings of the cosmic Plan and the 
God’s work. In addition to it man’s lower nature harbours dangerous forces; old 
thoughts, old longings, dead passions and old rejected nature live again and 
declare their phantom immortality. As a remedy the inner war must be fought and 
the enemies of the Inconscient sheath, Subconscient sheath and ‘A force demoniac 
lurking in man’s depth’1 must be slain in their own home. Then only ‘The seed of 
Godhead (that) sleeps in mortal heart’2 will find the opportunity to flower as 
Godhead of world tree.  
 

Heaven’s tranquil shield has guarded Savitri’s youth of the Soul and 
physical virginity till the arrival of her second Self, Satyavan. He is at once the 
Avatara, the only Lord of Savitri with changeable Spiritual destiny and as the 
delegate Soul of earth with fixed destiny, he is her consecrated child. He is 
Divine’s most beautiful Spirit and the mightiest Soul, descended here in order to 
fulfil the requirement of her earth nature and transforms it in to Divine Nature. His 
Soul had chosen to live with her till the end of her body and she burned in white 
flame to meet with him whatever harsh night and unimaginable stupendous inner 
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dawn. Always he developed affinity towards her through silent gaze, joyfully 
wondered at each other, body near to her living body, Soul near to the fiery Soul; 
her Spirit fulfilled and enriched in his Spirit, his eyes met with her close 
enamoured eyes and love’s unseen atmosphere had made them inseparable like 
earth and sky. Though in this life they were strangers to each other, Love’s unseen 
atmosphere drew them from distant lands and made them One. Their married 
yearning generated immense hope of becoming oneself and all. The hidden force 
in Satyavan and his brightness will be the source of her Ananda, which will make 
her life vibrant activating all that is already mute, dull and inert. He is her God of 
love who sweetly suffers all and is the cause and source of her greater world 
action and movement and even after his death she planted her human feet where 
his feet had stepped. He is her God of Will who triumphs in his path and traveller 
of million distances of life. He will be her guide and his light will be around her 
and within her for a supreme security and his Light will invade her from top and 
bottom in order to fulfil her Heaven sent task. His hand is linked with her hand, 
fulfilled with sweet unusual memories and accumulated Soul strength in order to 
confront the challenge and ordeal of life. She finds him charmed in lovely form 
and runs delighted to his distant voice. She makes her body quiver in the intense 
delight of his strong embrace and is willing to be crushed the whole of her life 
within the limiting circle of his arms where she is most bound and most free. Out 
of her curtained past his wide arms arrive to touch her like the soft persuading 
wind. His hands have plucked her like a glad trembling flower and clasped her 
happily in ruthless flame.51  
 

His manifold personalities have been identified as ‘The incarnate dual 
Power,’9 ‘incarnate Force,’20 ‘God’s messenger,’2 ‘the Eternal’s delegate soul in 
man,’13 ‘the soul of man climbing to God,’15 ‘the soul of the world,’20 ‘radiant 
God,’20 ‘Eternal suffers in a human form,’14 ‘Creator bears the law of pain and 
death,’ 14 ‘carries the cross on which man’s soul is nailed,’14 ‘A million wounds 
gape in his secret heart,’12 ‘luminous Satyavan,’18 ‘garbless deity,’32 ‘a treasure 
thus unique loaned by the gods,’19 ‘his figure is the front of Nature’s march,’31 
‘Man’s representative in the house of God,’20 ‘The mate of Wisdom and the 
spouse of Light,’20 ‘a dual power of God,’21 ‘kingliest among men,’4 ‘greater 
God,’23  ‘He is still the Godhead,’24 ‘the godhead growing in human lives,’15 ‘The 
human godhead with star-gazer eyes,’16 ‘The eternal bridegroom’20 ‘son of (King) 
Dyumatsena,’4 ‘Shalwa boy,’26 ‘the great woodsman,’27 ‘fated head’28 and a 
‘doomed husband.’29  
 

Savitri’s manifold personalities have been identified as ‘I am the Madran,’38 
‘a luminous spouse,’34 ‘golden bride,’35 ‘the eternal bride,’20 ‘the World-Mother 
and the Bride,’60 ‘sunlight moulded like a golden maid,’36 ‘golden princess, perfect 
Savitri,’37 ‘A yearning godhead,’35 ‘future’s godheads come,’39 ‘all her acts sprang 
from a godhead’s calm,’40 ‘a goddess still and pure,’35 ‘She knew herself eternal 
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without birth,’57 ‘the force of God,’13 ‘incarnate Force’20 ‘young large-visioned 
spirit,’41 ‘young spirit yet untouched with tears,’42 ‘The young divinity in her 
earthly limbs,’43 ‘a bright bird tired of her lonely branch,’44 ‘a being dangerously 
great,’45 ‘a sister of gods,’45 ‘A soul alone in a golden house of thought,’45 ‘flame 
born...illumined head,’ 48 ‘moon-gold limbs and cloudy hair,’44 ‘childhood of the 
incarnate Flame,’49 ‘A flame of radiant happiness she was born,’44 ‘Her glad and 
griefless days bring heaven here,’44 ‘lives in a great light of inners suns,’50 ‘Her 
body like a brimmed pitcher of delight,’42 ‘Even as her body, such is she within,’52 
‘A priestess of immaculate ecstasies,’53 ‘An ocean  of untrembling virgin fire,’54 
‘Her high nude soul, stripped of the griddle of mortality,’58 ‘The face of Truth,’55 
‘Pointing to the souls of men the routes to God’55 ‘deep childlike motherhood,’52 
‘The great and unknown spirit born as’47 King Aswapati’s child, ‘golden virgin,’61 
and ‘Missaled in aureate virginity.’46  
 

The moderate Satyavan, who lived in the illumined Soul ray of God’s 
touch but was not ready to face the eternal Sun of His constant embrace, became 
ascetic Satyavan, when this surface concentration of the Divine ray entered within 
heart and flesh. This ascetic Divine realisation could not bridge the gulf between 
Matter and Spirit. When he concentrated on the world he lost the God and when 
concentrated on the God lost the world. With Savitri’s arrival this gulf was bridged 
and the consecrated Satyavan became able to live and face the Sun light, 
representing Vijnana. And in the cosmic Consciousness of Vijnana, the Spirit and 
Matter are reconciled and Matter’s or physical body’s fixed death bound destiny 
and grooves of Iron law are changed into the Spirit’s immortal all life. This is a 
passage from mere man incarnating to the integral ascending Godhead of the race 
and its destined saviour. His Godhead status does not prevent him from living with 
beasts in the forest, colloquies with the Djinn and Asuras of the Subconscient 
world, accepts to be small and human on earth and his summit Consciousness 
looks back on the mute abyss. Thus in Divine’s single plan the high meets the low. 
This is the emergence of Lord Satyavan, for whom Savitri fought with dark 
Godhead in Death’s Night. 

 
The secret of approaching Savitri is that if one can wear the face of 

Satyavan or possess the Consciousness of Sri Aurobindo, then one will receive 
Savitri’s full Love, Care, Grace, Light and Bliss. In order to find Savitri one has to 
develop five-fold nature of Satyavan, that of virgin stuff of mind and body, 
knowledge based action, harmony, simplicity and one-mindedness. So The 
Mother’s dearest children represent the five-fold Consciousness that of the pure 
blank static Divine Consciousness, dynamic Divine Consciousness of Shakti, all 
embracing cosmic Consciousness, empty Brahman Integral Consciousness and 
exclusive one pointed concentrated Consciousness.  

 
The Theory of Virginity:-  
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    “As brilliant as a lonely moon in heaven, 
    Gentle like the sweet bud that spring desires, 
    Pure like a stream that kisses silent banks, 
    He takes with bright surprise spirit and sense.” 

Savitri-430 
 

 All Spiritual disciplines impose purity on the seekers as an indispensable 
precondition for self-growth. The influence of the surrounding impurity is highly 
contagious to spread perversion among the new growing seekers. It leaves each 
day weaker; for the disease of perversion is dangerous and one can hardly escape 
from its trap. Each drop of perversion clouds the Soul and blocks the direct contact 
with the Eternal, who lives deep inside the human heart. The theory of virginity 
proposes the seekers to isolate themselves from human influence and live in the 
proximity of the Divine Mother. Adherence to this norm is applicable in all stages 
of self-development and even in the development of the highest concentration. 
Only those who are destined to share the load of humanity through their 
transcendental and universal consciousness can bear the burden of earth’s 
impurity.  
 

Savitri draws strong Souls towards her immaculate Consciousness. An 
entry into her virgin world opens (1) the passage to live a life exclusively with the 
Psychic being and the Divine; (2) mind, life and body are constantly purified by 
persistent rejection of all that are false and obscure, and a perverted truth is 
identified as falsehood’s richest gems; (3) she opens the door of contact with the 
best Souls of the time and binds them together for a selfless Divine purpose; (4) 
under her protection, Spiritual force gathers accumulated strength which helps 
individual Souls to meet the most critical moment of life that is related with the 
destiny of the individual and the race; (5) she has reserved the highest happiness 
for them through the declaration, ‘Virgin who comest perfected by joy.’4 The 
formless impersonal Divine can best manifest in an illumined virgin form who 
alone can guard Truth’s diamond throne. (6) Those whose consciousness is 
universalised, through them she must lean down to unknot all things that are 
perverse and must pass to the other shore of falsehood’s sea.  
 

The prohibition issued against a virgin or a highbred maiden towards 
exposure to outside world or outside people is a normal precaution against 
invasion of impurity and is profoundly significant from point of view of entry into 
the inner world. Each experience of Divine union restores a new order of virginity 
and it is by a successive series of new births of virginity can we leap towards the 
future.  
 

Satyavan’s sweetness, purity and joy attract all hearts and his strength is 
like a tower built to reach heaven. His speech carries the light of inner truth and 
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eyes keep the memory of the world of bliss. His Soul and Nature reflect pure and 
equal Divine Presences. This unique treasure of rare Divine body is loaned to earth 
by Gods and after twelve swift-winged months ends the heaven’s loan to earth. 
This day returning Satyavan must die.  
 

How death can be conquered through purification of Being and Nature is 
first revealed to King Aswapati, then to Savitri. King Aswapati saw the mystery of 
inner death before a Soul experiences outer Death. When the Psychic being’s 
growth is arrested due to veil created between Psychic guidance within and surface 
Nature without due to negative surrounding atmosphere, the Soul decides to retire 
from earth long before the physical death.  So whatever happens in outer life is 
accepted as a story written long back. So first the Psychic being leaves the body 
and without its presence physical substance becomes cold and lifeless. No more 
the golden nimbus is found encircling the body or the head. So in a dying Soul, a 
white Spiritual ray no longer burns and the Psychic voice of guidance is ceased. 
His name is struck from the record book of God. The Psychic flame of aspiration 
is quenched and felt mute. The living Soul’s story ends and this is the tragedy of 
inner death. When Psychic being is forfeited from the body, mind, life and body 
wait to experience an outer death. During Savitri and Satyavan’s inner journey, 
after finding their Psychic being, they moved forward to experience their Spiritual 
being above the head. During this journey they confronted with Death from within 
and Savitri saw a golden Nimbus or golden circle around Satyavan’s head 
overcoming his previous dark shadow of fate’s fixed destiny or as King Aswapati 
saw through his inner eye, ‘A heavy shadow float above the name’4 of Satyavan. 
So Satyavan conquered death from within before he will face and confront the 
dark shadow of all negating Absolute or the Death from without.  
 
The Theory of Activity based on Knowledge:- 

“Now all her acts sprang from a godhead’s calm.” 
Savitri-573 

“Her eternal Lover is her action’s cause;” 
Savitri-181 

   “His commonest doings welled from an inner Light.” 
Savitri-44 

 Satyavan is the woodsman of forest and is involved in the most ordinary 
and difficult work of wood cutting, in order to maintain his livelihood. He is also 
the representative Soul of humanity who stands in front line of evolution. The seed 
of Godhead, which grew fully in him elevated him to the status of Avatara or ‘He 
is still the Godhead by which all can change.’10 There is similarity between the 
Divine charioteer of the Gita and the human woodsman of the ‘Savitri’ and both 
accepted ordinary action as a means of greater world action. Sri Krishna as a 
Divine incarnation was missioned to lead human Souls to a state of first perfection 
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of Jivanmukta plane and successive series of perfection of Soul ascension. 
Satyavan, symbolising Sri Aurobindo, as Divine messenger was destined to bring 
down Divine into mortal vessel in order to lead earth towards the last ladder of 
perfection. Or a Soul liberated by the pressure of accumulated Spiritual force of 
the Gita will leap forward towards the next ladder of perfection through liberation 
or transformation of nature by Savitri’s flaming touch, fulfilling the condition 
towards complete union with the Supreme.  
 

Radha and Krishna’s subtle and eternal union in bliss created the war of 
Kurukhetra for restoration of Dharma, the highest good; whereas Savitri’s mighty 
physical Presence and entry into Satyavan’s life or entry into earth life is 
missioned to drive out Ignorance, Falsehood, Suffering and Death from the mortal 
scene. In her forest living she served all like a hard-working slave and even the 
smallest work by her touch became glad and glorious sacrifice. She did not spare 
the labour of the broom, bringing water from the well and heaping fire of the 
kitchen and did not allow slight work to others. Her woman’s strength was able to 
lift all common work into strange Divinity and in simplest movement she could 
bring sense of Divine Oneness Any effort to relate the Gita with Savitri is an 
attempt to sandwich life between Krishna and Kali or entrench life in between 
Krishna’s force from above the head and Kali’s force from below the feet. In 
Savitri, Sri Krishna has grown to the full status of His Divine manifestation. 
Savitri has descended on earth as a mighty force of Kali in order to complete 
Krishna’s work. 

 
All Life is Yoga of Nature through Works. We take up all action and 

transform them into act of God and (1) all life become only a daily dynamic 
worship and service of the Divine in the unbounded temple of His own vast 
cosmic existence and it is through a wide egoless impersonality that we can 
become a liberated worker and Divine creator; (2) another period in which we 
draw back and build a Spiritual wall around us admitting through its gates only 
such activities as consent to undergo the law of Spiritual transformation. The 
Master of our works respects our untransformed nature and ‘comes unseen to our 
darker parts’30 and does His slow transformation work through our sins, sorrows 
and tears; He works always through the fierce change, hard breath of struggle and 
long labour as subtle and all-knowing Guide and not by any arbitrary whim. This 
imperfect nature of ours contains the materials of our perfection, but unclear, 
distorted, misplaced, thrown together in disorder or a poor imperfect order. All 
this material has to be patiently gathered, harmonised, reorganised, purified, 
perfected, new-moulded  till they too feel the need to change, not hacked and 
hewn and slain or mutilated, not obliterated by simple coercion and denial. (3) A 
third in which a free and all-embracing action, but with new forms fit for the utter 
truth of the Spirit. All work is done by the Power, by Shakti in deep silence, and 
since the integral Yoga does not contemplate abandonment of works, but rather a 
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doing of all works from the Divine Consciousness and with the Supreme 
Guidance, the characteristic powers of the instruments, mind, life and body, must 
not only be purified of defects, but raised to a capacity for this greater action. All 
works or doing all action, sarvakrut, by a liberated knower who lives and acts in 
the world not less than the bound Soul and ignorant mind, only with true 
knowledge and greater conscient power. By so doing he attains supreme unity, 
supreme consciousness and highest knowledge. Action can neither bind the 
liberated man nor can it bind or limit the Eternal but it binds and limits the surface 
constructed personality. The law of the Divine action is at last unity embracing 
and possessing the multiplicity and no longer the ordinary action of multiplicity 
struggling towards some figure of unity. A Divine action can take shape 
spontaneously, freely, harmoniously and infallibly from the light and force of our 
Spiritual Being in union with the Supramental Being. This is identified as the last 
state of the integral Yoga of Works. 
 
The Theory of Harmony:- 
   “Then in the process of evolving Time 
   All shall be drawn into a single plan, 
   A divine harmony shall be earth’s law, 
   Beauty and joy remould her way to live: 
   Even the body shall remember God, 
   Nature shall draw back from mortality 
   And Spirit’s fires shall guide the earth’s blind force, 

Knowledge shall bring into the aspirant Thought 
A high proximity to Truth and God.” 

Savitri-707 
“All here shall be one day her sweetness’ home, 
All contraries prepare her harmony; 
Towards her our knowledge climbs, our passion gropes; 
In her miraculous rapture we shall dwell,  
Her clasp will turn to ecstasy our pain.” 

Savitri-314 
“All struggle was turned to a sweet strife of love 
In the harmonised circle of a sure embrace.” 

Savitri-324 
   “A greater harmony from the stillness born” 

Savitri-712 
“An indifferent detachment is the essential condition for the 

establishment of true Harmony in the most material Matter.”11 
The Mother 

 “You know, I often mention those Vibrations of Harmony that try to enter 
the vibrations of Disorder (it’s something I often see now, even with my eyes 
open: they come through, enter, there are formations, all sorts of things), but that 
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was going on in my head. My head was big (!), and inside, there were all those 
dots of the white light of Harmony, moving about with great intensity and power, 
within a dark gray medium.”22  

The Mother 
 
 When the multiplicity of existence is rightly related with the One, the 
Creator, harmony is established. By descent into lower planes of Consciousness 
the oneness between Knowledge and Will are broken and harmony is disturbed. 
All the problem of life is a wrong relation and deviation from the Divine law of 
oneness, dharma, and it creates disharmonies. Harmony is established with the 
elimination of the four fundamental problems of existence; they are Ignorance, 
Falsehood, Suffering and Death. The existence and non-existence of problem 
depends on the position of change from the individual divided mental 
consciousness with its constructed and incomplete order and harmony to total 
undivided Supramental consciousness of unity in diversity. Man’s weakness is the 
inability to live freely in the wonderful smile and laughter of Eternity which 
dissolves all shadow, pain and suffering. We have to go deep within to find the 
inner Sun then everything becomes harmonious, luminous and sun-filled laughter. 
Before it even the greatest difficulty, the greatest grief and the greatest pain 
become unreal and all becomes ecstatic luminous vibration. The Lord is here from 
all Eternity and He shall be here for all Eternity. He is everywhere and His 
harmonious Presence is everywhere, what is new is our capacity to feel Him or 
unite with Him. We are in the habit of deviating or missing Him, which is right 
before us at our disposal. This deviation is the cause of our age long habit of living 
in ordinary mental consciousness and hence subject ourselves to the thousand 
inescapable laws, divisions, disease, death and accident.  

 
In Satyavan, his Soul and Nature realised equal Divine presence in Cosmic 

Consciousness and in his personality both are balanced and fused in a wide 
universal harmony. In this Consciousness mind, life, body and Soul are illumined 
and lived in complete harmony and oneness replacing the earlier mental tension, 
division and quarrel among themselves.  

 
Harmony is the normal and natural character and law of the Psychic and 

Spiritual being. To rediscover here, our true Soul Consciousness and permeate the 
luminous Laughter in all the cells of the body is the solution of all problems of 
existence. In That state the individual, the nation, the world and everything is 
carried away by a great harmonious rhythmic force leading them towards all 
eternity. That state is a state of immortality, immutably peaceful and still and a 
limitless vast of absolute light. In this mental state, which drags us to our ordinary 
consciousness, everything bumps; everything is miserable, cruel and utterly 
unstable; everything is decaying; everything is impossible. The substitution of 
vibration of Truth for the vibration of Falsehood is the beginning of a new mode 
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of an intense harmonious life. With the infiltration and superimposition of two 
vibrations, the consciousness begins to undulate between the ordinary death bound 
mortal state and the immortal principle of That state and it is understood that the 
cellular transformation action has begun with the individual. The next task before 
the seeker is to isolate himself within and feel the continuation of this infiltration 
all the time, infinitesimal amount of Falsehood is replaced by descending Light 
constantly; thus That harmonious vibration occupies some more cells of the body 
and liberates the cells from past samskara and past negations and the body is 
taught the inner lesson of becoming plastic, fluid and malleable. This seems to be 
a very long and difficult exercise as cells at each step stumble or refuse any 
constitutional change. The stabilisation of a new Consciousness in all the cells of 
the body is the final siddhi of transformative action. When we live in perfect 
harmony all the time, then it indicates that we are absolutely free from all mental 
error. 
 
The Theory of Simplicity:- 
   “Bare, simple is the sylvan hermit life; 

Yet is it clad with the jewelry of earth.” 
Savitri-402 

“The spirit’s simplicity alone is left,” 
Savitri-106 

   “In a simple purity of emptiness 
   Her mind knelt down before the unknowable.” 

Savitri-522 
“And Sri Aurobindo repeatedly said: Be simple, be simple… and as He 

uttered those words, it was as if a very simple path of light opened up: Oh, but you 
only have to take one step after another! It is strange, all complications seemed to 
stem from here (Mother touches her temples), everything was complicated and 
difficult to adjust, but when He said “Be simple”, it was like a light coming from 
His eyes, as if one had suddenly emerged into a garden of light. When I see Him 
or hear Him, it’s like a stream of golden light, like a sweet smelling garden—
everything absolutely opens up. “Be simple”. And I know what He means: do not 
allow that thinking process, which rationalizes, organizes, orders and judges, to 
step in He doesn’t want that. What He calls ‘simple’ is a spontaneous joy in 
action, expression, movement and life. In other words, to rediscover in this 
evolving life the state of spontaneous happiness He called Divine.”5   

The Mother  
 

Those who prefer to live in the atmosphere of Truth without interference of 
mind or ascend consciously or unconsciously to a higher state of Consciousness 
are essentially simple in nature or simplicity is the outcome of a long indwelling 
trance. Complexity is the outcome of living within the boundary of three gunas 
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followed by entry of perversion from the surrounding world and the rise of past 
samskara from the Subconscient Sheath to our surface Nature. There is a growing 
feeling that as soon as one comes in contact with the everyday terrestrial human 
atmosphere, the things become complicated. It seems that all normal human 
preoccupation is to complicate all the issue that could be extremely simple. This 
twist of things is a type of inferior activity, a deviation from the innate nature 
necessary for emergence from tamas and inertia. Restoration of simplicity is 
possible when one turns within, returns to his Psychic and Spiritual centres and is 
established in his higher Consciousness or higher Self. If one could always let 
himself be carried along without old habit, then things would evolve much faster. 
All the movements are a spontaneous action of higher nature. This spontaneity in 
action, movement, expression and feelings under the pressure of a higher 
Consciousness is what we understand here as simplicity. The theory of simplicity 
is a positive vibration. If this vibration is activated in our life and is established in 
our Consciousness, then life will be supremely harmonious, beautiful and a free 
flow of Ananda will capture everything.  

 
In the sacred dialogue between Savitri and Satyavan, the intensity of this 

simplicity is thoroughly reflected; a sylvan simplicity meets simplicity of highbred 
maiden in the secret chamber of their Soul creating God’s moment in earth’s life. 
Falsehood and Ignorance draw life towards complexity and it is dreadful to take 
life seriously. This complexity and mental seriousness is noticed in Savitri’s 
human mother in her dialogue with Narad and in the dialogue between Death, the 
godhead of inconscient and Savitri.  The godheads of little life, the godheads of 
little mind, the godheads of inconscient, the sons of darkness, the mother of evils, 
the world of falsehood, the triple desire souls and other misleading voices that 
peep when one enters within, are the complex, ignorant and false entities that at 
present dominate the earth’s existence. The Divine personalities like Satyavan, 
Savitri, King Aswapati, Narad, the inner Psychic being, the godheads of higher 
life and the godheads of higher mind are the instruments of truth and they help 
mankind in the evolutionary ascent and it is possible to enter into a conscious 
relation with them. Each victory of truth over falsehood and each revelation of 
knowledge cancelling the ignorant part makes life simple. The siddhi of simplest 
simplicity may come or must come with the transformation or destruction of all 
the false entities that dominate earth’s existence and revelation of Integral 
knowledge. That is the hour of full birth of Godhead in human vessel.   
 
The Theory of single mindedness:- 
   “For him she was made, lives only for his use.” 

Savitri-65  
“She now is his and must live for him alone:” 

Savitri-274 
“Apart with love she lived for love alone.” 
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Savitri-468 
“Her aim, joy, origin, Satyavan alone.” 

Savitri-579 
   “First I demand whatever Satyavan, 
   My husband, waking in the forest’s charm” 

               Savitri-589 
   “Out of thy shadow give me back again 
   Into earth’s flowering spaces Satyavan 
   In the sweet transiency of human limbs 
   To do with him my spirit’s burning will.” 

Savitri-590 
   “If the eyes of Darkness can look straight at Truth, 
   Look in my heart and, knowing what I am, 
   Give what thou wilt or what thou must, O Death. 
   Nothing I claim but Satyavan alone.” 

Savitri-636 
   “Give me back Satyavan, my only lord.” 

    Savitri-637  
 
The Synthesis of Yoga book gives this clear message to a seeker of ascetic 

endeavour that if the Divine is his only and one object of pursuit then he will 
surely succeed in realising static Divine of the traditional Yoga. 

 
The Mother book gives this clear hint that if a seeker of consecrated 

Spirituality is able to dynamise the above mentioned static Divine union of 
traditional Yoga or concentrate, meditate and adore the Divine Mother alone, then 
he will surely succeed in realising the dynamic Divine of integral Yoga.  

  
The Savitri book issues this clear indication to a seeker of integral Truth 

that if he can intensify the Spirit’s above mentioned dynamic state to the status of 
absolute Shakti, then he can participate in the confrontation with Death in the 
Inconscient hell and pursue the quest for prolongation of life and physical 
immortality. 

 
The original story as depicted in the Mahabharata, Vyasadeva’s Savitri 

saved her paternal dynasty, maternal dynasty and dynasty of her husband through 
her great tapasya of one minded concentration. It gives this clear message to the 
ordinary earth-bound world or seekers of moderate Spirituality, that if a woman’s 
one and only attraction and object of adoration and faith is her husband, a 
representative instrument of Truth and ‘only lord,’ then the divisible 
consciousness of widowhood cannot touch her. Or if many branching desires of a 
woman (or man) is substituted by one pointed devotion and concentration or as 
indicated in Savitiri, ‘Her consciousness grew aware of him alone,’62 then she (or 
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he) is absolutely free from the fear of widowhood. In Spiritual life, the devotee’s 
relation with the Divine and disciple’s relation with the Guru demand similar 
sincerity, faithfulness and single minded concentration. 

 
Sri Aurobindo’s Savitri elevated this message to a supreme object of Love 

conquering Death through a continuation of her growing Divine Shakti from the 
beginning of the creation. She  has expanded her kingdom through the triple Soul 
forces of Yogic Power, Mother Power and Virgin Power to conquer earth, hell and 
heaven and saves Men, Asuras and Gods in their return to Divinity and helps them 
to realise their oneness with the Divine Mother and possession of her full Divine 
Shakti in their individual life. As the Virgin force she wide opens the gate of 
Heaven and accumulates Superconscient strength; as Matri Shakti she plunges 
herself into Hell with Heaven’s Light; as Yoga Shakti she bridges the gulf between 
Heaven and Hell and unites earth life with the Supreme.  

 
So a Sadhaka’s marriage with Eternity debars him from experiencing the 

divisible consciousness of human love and we observe nowhere in the entire 
Savitri Sri Aurobindo used the word ‘widowhood,’ rather this word of curse is 
transformed and elevated into the status of ‘eternal bride.’20 

 
A Soul that lives alone with himself passions for the Alone and meets God. 

The realisation of this Oneness is the origin and birth of the Divine call resulting 
in one mindedness. Savitri’s aspiration to trample all the laws of Death and The 
Mother’s will to uncover the immortal principles in the cells of the body are 
interrelated symbolically as the most adventurous experience. The Mother 
observed, “Only one thing is always present: to keep intact and POWERFULLY 
conscious the sense of the divine Presence—that is all. That is the single concern 
of the cells.”56 Which means each cell is trained to remain under the exclusive 
influence of the Supreme.   

 
This single mindedness is the outcome of Savitri’s intense Divine union 

and accumulated Spiritual force which she gathered in the passage of time, which 
helped her to fight against the forces of Ignorance, Falsehood, Suffering and 
Death. 

 
The theory of single mindedness asks the seeker to concentrate only on the 

Divine’s Call and the manifestation of Divine in Matter which will exclude all 
hunger of flesh and faltering search of mind and vital connected with mortal 
enjoyment. No earthly and heavenly lure or lure of godheads of different 
intermediate planes of consciousness, who dominate earth’s existence, can attract 
the seeker of the Divine Life.    
 
Wearing the face of Satyavan:- 
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“I have looked at him from my immortal Self, 
I have seen God smile at me in Satyavan; 
I have seen the Eternal in a human face.” 

Savitri-436 
   “He named himself for me, grew Satyavan. 
   For we were man and woman from the first, 
   The twin souls born from one undying fire.” 

Savitri-614  
 

We see in Satyavan the fulfilment of the above mentioned five theories and 
a balanced inner and outer state of Consciousness that he had developed in his 
sylvan life. His identity with the surrounding nature or universal Self and identity 
with the inner Self was profound enough, which helped him to keep his inner door 
open towards the Divine Mother. In all successive births and bodies, since the 
beginning of earth Satyavan had searched and desired Savitri alone like a lion in 
the night and came upon her suddenly on the way and he rose like a wild wave out 
of the flood and dragged her helpless into seas of bliss. The Divine Mother’s 
physical and subtle entry into all the domains of his life in the form of Savitri is 
intended to overcome a Spiritual crisis in the destined journey of Satyavan. When 
a Soul is ready for the Supreme’s descent through preparation of thousands of 
Soul birth, during that transition the Divine Mother’s physical presence is felt 
indispensable and she helps to overcome a final transition in the Spiritual journey. 
The ascending Godhead in Satyavan entered a deep union with the descending 
Godhead in Savitri resulting in the dual birth of a Mother possessed bright 
Satyavan and a flame-born radiant Savitri. This strong union of seizing Savitri 
with Satyavan’s ‘golden glorious leap’51 is the secret key behind changing the 
earth’s destiny and the union of this order must repeat itself endlessly for swift 
acceleration of evolution and Divine manifestation on earth. The outcome of 
Divine union felt in the Superconscient Self and Subliminal Self precipitates in to 
the gross physical nature resulting in the transformation of nature. Transformation 
of outermost nature is also the outcome of a long and patient invasion of Divine 
forces from either side of the body or from all sides of the body.  

 
The story of Spiritual experience from moment to moment, which 

accumulated in the life of the dual Godhead Savitri and Satyavan, is the adventure 
in Consciousness which preoccupied the inner life of The Mother and Sri 
Aurobindo. To repeat Sri Aurobindo’s Spiritual experience and ascend to His 
Spiritual status is what we understand here as ‘wearing the face of Satyavan,’ to 
which the Divine Mother puts before us as a condition of complete union with her. 

 
 Satyavan’s transformation of nature in the sylvan life moved to a point of 

supreme union with the touch of a new divinity in the form of Savitri, who took 
the full Spiritual burden of his future course of life. Each Spiritual experience is 
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intended to meet and overcome a particular form of problem of existence and the 
most fundamental problems of existence can be met and handled with the descent 
of highest form of Spiritual experience. A Soul prepares through thousands of 
Soul birth for this Supreme descent.  

 
The Yoga of King Aswapati and his Divine realisation was the first part of 

Sri Aurobindo’s sadhana, intended to bring down the Divine Mother with the 
highest embodied Consciousness, through whose intervention a comprehensive 
solution of all the problems of existence can be possible; and the second part is the 
Yoga of Savitri, which Sri Aurobindo continued after The Mother’s arrival which 
preoccupied Him in bringing down yet higher intensities of The Mother’s 
Supramental force in to mind, life, body, inconscient Sheath, subliminal Sheath 
and universal Sheath. The Mother’s physical birth on earth and Her constant 
rebirth into status of new Divinities by intervention of higher Divine experiences 
are the two important phenomena behind Her earthly existence. The Mother 
continued the Yoga of Savitri after Sri Aurobindo’s departure, from 1950 to 1973, 
which culminated in the cellular transformation of the body. The Mother is still 
continuing Her Yoga of Savitri in subtle physical in order to bring back Satyavan 
to earth or bring back Sri Aurobindo in His immaterial Supramental form.  

 
The Mother was constantly threatened by the Forces of Death from Her 

childhood; because Her Divine presence on earth was missioned to destroy or 
transform the four asuric forces that dominated earth’s existence. These four 
asuras are the asura of Inconscience, the asura of Falsehood, the asura of 
Suffering and the asura of Death. After The Mother’s arrival, Sri Aurobindo like 
Savitri extended protection to the physical form of The Mother for about thirty 
years, from 1920 to1950, and continued the same protection from beyond after He 
left His body for another twenty-three years till 1973. The Mother and Sri 
Aurobindo are still continuing the Yoga of Savitri in the subtle world, uncovering 
the dark and stubborn layers of the universal inconscient for purification and 
transformation. This is radically changing the outer and inner life of the human 
race. 

 
The difference between the Yoga of the King Aswapati and the Yoga of 

Savitri are to be identified because each serves a specific purpose in the destined 
journey of an aspiring Soul. King Aswapati symbolises the concentrated effort of 
Spiritual endeavour which helped him to enter all the world of superconscient self, 
universal self, subliminal self, surface physical self, Subconscient self and 
Inconscient self extensively. His first Spiritual change of ‘soul’s release from 
Ignorance’ and last Spiritual experience of identification with the body of the earth 
reveals intermediate stairs and the systematic exploration of inner worlds. Savitri 
descended again to all these worlds along with Satyavan in order to complete the 
work of evolution or complete the Yoga initiated by King Aswapati. The work of 
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the evolution will be completed when the inconscient world is wholly captured 
and ruled by the Supramental force.  

 
All the lines narrated in the Savitri vibrated the Force of the supreme 

Mother and the Spiritual experiences ingrained in these lines can be repeated in 
the life of each individual Soul. The promise of Savitri, the Universal Mother is 
missioned to liberate all and all are her children. 
 
Heaven is insufficient without Savitri:- 
   “Well might he find in her his perfect shrine.” 

Savitri-14 
“Her inward help unbarred a gate in heaven;” 

Savitri-15 
   “And drew to her bosom one glorified mortal head:” 

     Savitri-275 
   “Her clasp that takes the world into her arms” 

   Savitri-286 
   “Unwilling to loose his body from her breast,” 

Savitri-471 
 Savitri always lives on earth in one or manifold forms. Savitri’s virgin 
status elevated Satyavan to the status of ‘eternal bridegroom of the eternal bride.’ 
Had she not treasured the heart of Satyavan very close to the secure environment 
of her bosom Satyavan would have escaped into the Superconscient Self and 
merged in the Impersonal Divine. The Godhead destined to be revealed in the 
matter would have returned, leaving the earthly life as it is, as a field of suffering, 
decay and death. The realisation of Divine in the Supreme Self and Superconscient 
Self is the beginning of God’s unfinished work and the full manifestation of 
Divine waits the hour when the God reveals Himself in the Inconscient Self and all 
the intermediate worlds in all totality.    
  

Satyavan has to accept earth helplessly with its problems of ignorance, 
suffering, falsehood and death because Savitri’s Kingdom of God is dreamed on 
earth and not in Heaven. She has chosen Earth as a field of her supreme 
manifestation, for whom Heaven was too small as an achievement. Satyavan has 
to walk in the darkest night of suffering and death in order to exhaust the past 
Karma of earth stored as doom in the Inconscient Sheath. He could save the earth 
by becoming one with all the suffering and by bearing all the negations of earth. 
Heaven with its rapture and earth with its sorrow are not yet Divine’s perfect 
creation. Perfection comes with oneness and total merger of past, present and 
future with the Supreme which accepts everything, rejects nothing by putting 
everything in its own place in total harmony with the rest. Savitri and Satyavan are 
the eternal companions destined to travel through the seven earthly heavens, triple 
mystic heavens, trinity Supreme and returned through these hierarchies again to 
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the seven stairs of Ignorance and fourteen hells. In the tracts of Time they are 
ready to tread whatever night of inconscient Sheath and unimaginable stupendous 
dawns of Superconscient Sheath. The completion of this journey is the beginning 
of new celestial life on earth. Then only will earth be God fulfilled in outwardness.  
 
Cellular transformation of Satyavan:-      

“Our body’s cells must hold the Immortal’s flame.” 
Savitri-35 

“Alive with her yearning woke the inert cell,” 
Savitri-133 

“In our body’s cells there sits a hidden Power 
That sees the unseen and plans eternity, 
Our smallest parts have room for deepest needs; 
There too the golden Messengers can come:” 

Savitri-169-70 
“The body’s tissues thrill apotheosised, 
Its cells sustain bright metamorphosis.”  

Savitri-171 
“And the slow Godhead shut within the cell 
Climbs from the plasm to immortality.” 

Savitri-272 
“A Power arose out of my slumber’s cell.” 

Savitri-343 
“Almighty powers are shut in Nature’s cells.” 

Savitri-370 
“And came back quivering with a nameless Force 
Drunk with a wine of lightning in their cells;” 

 Savitri-383 
“A divinising stream possessed his veins, 
His body’s cells awoke to spirit sense, 
Each nerve became a burning thread of joy: 
Tissue and flesh partook beatitude.” 

Savitri-334 
  “A divine force shall flow through tissue and cell 
  And take the charge of breath and speech and act” 

 Savitri-710 
With the outer death of Satyavan in the forest, Satyavan’s Psychic being 

entered different domains of the Subconscient and Inconscient dark world along 
with Savitri and the Death is considered as guardian or the godhead of Inconscient 
world. Savitri entered these dark worlds, layer after layer armed with fragments of 
‘Truth Supreme’ and ‘Light Supreme’ and this Truth-Light had to grow fully with 
intervention of higher Spiritual experiences. The innermost domain of Inconscient 
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Sheath is the darkest, stubborn, and rigid and there is strong unwillingness towards 
any change. This is the home of Death to which every living being returns. The 
death of Death in his own home is the Divine Mother’s final victory of Truth-
Light over dark forces. The transition between Satyavan’s death and return to 
earth life is the period of cellular transformation of humanity in which Satyavan’s 
subtle physical experienced the transformation of whole world of the inconscient 
Sheath.    

 
Like The Mother, Sri Aurobindo probably had the experience of cellular 

transformation; because this particular transformation action draws one to the 
source of the problem or the source from which creation rose. It is instructive to 
concentrate more on the following lines of Savitri where King Aswapati entered a 
very rare domain of Spiritual experience. 

  “Along a road of pure interior light, 
  Alone between tremendous Presences, 
  Under the watching eyes of nameless Gods, 
  His soul passed on, a single conscious power, 
  Towards the end which ever begins again, 
  Approaching through a stillness dumb and calm 
  To the source of all things human and divine. 
  There he beheld in their mighty union’s poise 
  The figure of deathless Two-in-One,  
     A single being in two bodies clasped, 

A diarchy of two united souls,  
  Seated absorbed in deep creative joy; 
  Their trance of bliss sustained the mobile world.” 

Savitri-295 
In a long series of cellular transformation experience, The Mother had an 

experience that her subtle body expanded to the proportion of earth. A similar 
Spiritual experience is observed in King Aswapati in whom ‘A last and mightiest 
transformation came.’6   
   “In this tremendous universality 
   Not only his soul-nature and mind-sense 
   Included every soul and mind in his, 
   But even the life of flesh and nerve was changed 

And grew one flesh and nerve with all that lives; 
He felt the joy of others as his joy, 
He bore the grief of others as his grief; 
His universal sympathy upbore, 
Immense like ocean, the creation’s load 
As earth upbears all beings’ sacrifice, 
Thrilled with the hidden Transcendent’s joy and peace.” 

Savitri-318-19 
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a) Cataleptic trance:- 
 During the last period of The Mother’s cellular transformation experience, 
She gave importance to enter into a cataleptic trance, which would far accelerate 
Her transformation action and bring a point of completion. This is one of the many 
Supramental possibilities, which She had identified as an alternative or an aid to 
Her present action. In this context we may draw our attention to King Aswapati 
and Satyavan’s entry into cataleptic trance:- 

   
“It built his soul into a statued god.” 

Savitri-35 
“The body’s rules bound not the spirit’s powers: 

  When life had stopped its beats, death broke not in; 
  He dared to live when breath and thought were still. 
  Thus could he step into that magic place 
  Which few can even glimpse with hurried glance 

Lifted for a moment from mind’s laboured works  
And the poverty of Nature’s earthly sight.” 

Savitri-74 
“There the heart beat no more at body’s touch,” 

Savitri-31 
“The high and luminous tension breaks too soon, 
The body’s stone stillness and the life’s hushed trance, 
The breathless might and calm of silent mind; 
Or slowly they fail as sets a golden day.” 

Savitri-34 
“For surely I have travelled in strange worlds 
By thee companioned, a pursuing spirit, 
Together we have disdained the gates of night. 
I have turned away from the celestials’ joy 
And heaven’s insufficient without thee.” 

Savitri-717 
 The Mother had the experience of cataleptic trance at Tlemen, Algeria 
before Her meeting with Sri Aurobindo. She had wished to repeat this trance again 
during her last journey of cellular transformation experience. We find here 
Savitri’s experience of cataleptic trance before her destined meeting with 
Satyavan. Savitri again repeated this experience during her last journey with 
Satyavan in the Inconscient world along with Death. These experiences are as 
follows:- 
   “Some watched no more merged in a lonely Self, 
   Absorbed in the trance from which no soul returns, 
   All the occult world-lines for ever closed, 
   The chains of birth and person cast away: 
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Some uncompanioned reached the Ineffable.” 
Savitri-384  

   “As the Voice touched, her body became a stark 
   And rigid golden statue of motionless trance,” 
   “A stone of God lit by an amethyst soul.” 

 Savitri-474 
   “Still rigid in her golden motionless pose, 
   A statue of the fire of the inner sun.” 

Savitri-477 
“So on a spirit’s flaming outrush borne 

   She crossed the borders of dividing sense; 
   Like pale discarded sheaths dropped dully down 
   Her mortal members fell back from her soul. 
   A moment of a secret body’s sleep, 
   Her trance knew not of sun or earth or world; 
   Thought, time and death were absent from her grasp: 
   She knew not self, forgotten was Savitri.”           

Savitri-578 
 Savitri returned from long cataleptic trance accompanied with Satyavan, 
destined to bring swiftest Spiritual transformation of their inner and outer life and 
conquest of death. 

“The immense remoteness of her trance had passed;  
Human she was once more, earth’s Savitri, 
Yet felt in her illimitable change.” 

Savitri-715 
 

 Narad, the Divine sage who descended from heaven, had foreseen Savitri’s 
ultimate mission. The last lines of Narad ended with the indication of Savitri’s 
cataleptic trance. 
 
   “Even if he seems to leave her to her lone strength, 
   Even though all falters and falls and sees an end 
   And the heart fails and only are death and night, 
   God-given her strength can battle against doom 
   Even on a brink where Death seems close 
   And no human strength can hinder or can help.” 

Savitri-461-62 
 
b) Waking trance:- 
   “Her heart beat quietly with a sovereign force.” 

Savitri-573 
   “The waking gladness of her members felt” 

Savitri-715 
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“Supine in musing bliss she lay awhile 
   Given to the wonder of a waking trance; 
   Half-risen then she sent her gaze around, 
   As if to recover old sweet trivial threads, 
   Old happy thoughts, small treasured memories, 
   And weave them into one immortal day.” 

Savitri-716 
The Mother recommended that the safe passage in cellular transformation 

action is through a waking trance, but it will take long time to complete this 
transformation action. Cataleptic trance only accelerates this action but it has its 
own danger of non-collaboration of surrounding people and possibility of Soul’s 
non return to the material frame. As a safe rule the Guru’s physical presence is 
required for such trance. Sri Aurobindo gave due importance on waking trance in 
which the contact with the material world is not lost. In this waking state one 
enters all the other worlds for transformation action and a balance between the 
inner and outer world is maintained. Through this persistent waking Sadhana, 
abiding change in our surface personality is possible and this state is very much 
prefered to unconscious trance of Nirvikalpa Samadhi.  

 
The Mother here memorised her action of universal body without losing 

contact with the world, “This body was built for that purpose, because I remember 
very well that when the war—the First World War—started and I offered my body 
up in sacrifice to the Lord so that the war would not be in vain, every part of my 
body, one after another (the Mother touches her legs, her arms etc.), or sometimes 
the same part several times over, represented a battle field: I could see it, feel it, I 
LIVED IT... And while it went on, I would put the concentration of the divine 
Force there, so that—all–all that pain, all that suffering, everything—would hasten 
the preparation of the earth and the Descent of the Force. And that went on 
consciously (waking trance) throughout the war.”59  

 
After Satyavan’s return to earth life, they entered the waking trance of 

massed Superconscient Consciousness. She touched the living body of Satyavan 
and her cells felt wordless immense joy. She bore the blissful burden of his 
luminous head between her breasts’ ecstatic warmness and all the members of her 
body felt waking unknown thrill. Summing up all the felicity of their whole life 
they became aware of their supreme relation of all life of past, present and future 
births and bodies and all her being rejoiced unfolding his obscure planes of 
consciousness.      
 
c) Intense waking trance:- 
                                                                                                                                                                                            

“As when one slips in a deep moment’s trance” 
Savitri-211 
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                         “His (Supermind) slumber is an Almightiness in things, 
   Awake, he is the eternal and Supreme.”  

Savitri-682 
   “In absolute silence sleeps an absolute Power. 
   Awake, it can wake the trance-bound soul” 

Savitri-311 
 

When the intensity of the descent of the Divine force goes beyond a 
particular limit, the cells fail to restore the waking consciousness. This experience 
helps one to slip into the Superconscient Self where all the transformation action 
of outer nature and greater world action are worked out. An entry from waking 
trance to intense waking trance and return from deeper waking trance to waking 
trance are two important exercises, where the former is often experienced during 
ascent into Supramental state.   

  
d) Trance of union:- 
   “Then from the trance of that tremendous clasp 
   And from the throbbings of that single Heart 
   And from the naked Spirit’s victory 
   A new and marvellous creation rose.” 

Savitri-323 
   “Thus were they in each other lost awhile, 

Then drawing back from their long ecstasy’s trance 
   Came into a new self and a new world.” 

Savitri-410 
   “So for a while they stood entwined, their kiss 

And passion-tranced embrace a meeting point 
   In their commingling spirits one for ever, 
   Two-souled, two-bodied for the joys of Time.” 

 Savitri-721 
The secret principle of immortality establishes its foundation on the 

promise that ‘those who have lived long made one in love’7 and ‘The smile of love 
that sanctions the long game.’8 Trance of union is a Spiritual experience of 
supreme kind in which Ananda, Peace, Truth and Love are fused together. This 
union is the passage through which Savitri entered the seven highest Spiritual 
experiences of ‘Life Supreme’, ‘Voice Supreme’, ‘Void Supreme’, ‘Touch 
Supreme’, ‘Will Supreme’, ‘Light Supreme’ and ‘Truth Supreme’, because to 
open these ‘God’s door’ is the prerogative of Avataras or  ‘the incarnating dual 
Godhead.’ 
 
e) Last Salvation:- 

“A first perfection’s stage is reached at last; 
   Savitri-531 
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   “Thus came his soul’s release from Ignorance, 
   His mind and body’s first spiritual change.” 

Savitri-44 
“So only can earth’s last salvation come.” 

Savitri-135 
    

In the whole series of Yogic experiences of Savitri, the finding of the Soul 
or Psychic Being and establishing it as the leader of life is identified as the first 
stage of perfection. This perfection helped Savitri to transform the age long habit 
and negations of physical mind and vital mind that are considered the chief 
obstacles of permeation of Supramental Force. Savitri’s Spiritual experience 
entered higher intensities during each confrontation with Death in the Inconscient 
plane. Each Spiritual experience had to meet the opposition and revolt of earth. 
Savitri’s Spiritual experience of Truth Supreme is the final perfection of 
transformation of Death or transformation of eternal night and universal 
inconscient. When earth becomes ready, it means that Savitri’s Spiritual 
experience will be able to counter the earth’s opposition or when earth’s 
evolutionary ascent will reach a stage where earth’s collectivity will be able to 
collaborate with the Divine’s pressure of change; then, ‘The Mighty Mother shall 
(again) take birth in Time,’9 in order to lead earth towards the last salvation, then, 
‘Then shall the Truth supreme be given to men.’9     
 
Satyavan’s Unfinished Yoga: 

“Hard is the world-redeemer’s heavy task;… 
Those he would save are his antagonists:… 
He still must labour on, his work half done. … 
The world’s blows cannot bend his victor head; … 
Fate’s deaf resistance cannot break his will. … 
He has broken into the Inconscient’s depths 
That veil themselves even from their own regard: … 
He must call light into its dark abysms, … 
He must pass to the other shore of falsehood’s sea, 
He must enter the world’s dark to bring their light. 
The heart of evil must be bared to his eyes, 
He must learn its cosmic dark necessity, … 
He must know the thought that moves the demon act … 
He must enter the eternity of Night 
And know God’s darkness as he knows his Sun. 
For this he must go down into the pit,  
For this he must invade the dolorous Vasts. … 
He still must travel Hell the world to save. 
Into the eternal light he shall emerge …       
Then shall the world-redeemer’s task be done.” 
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Savitri-448-51 
“Thou hast come down into a struggling world 
To aid a blind and suffering mortal race, 
To open to Light the eyes that could not see, 
To bring down bliss into the heart of grief, 
To make thy life a bridge twixt earth and heaven; 
If thou wouldst save the toiling universe, 
The vast universal suffering feel as thine: 
Thou must bear the sorrow that thou claimst to heal; 
The day-bringer must walk in darkest night. 
He who would save the world must share its pain. 
If he knows not grief, how shall he find grief’s cure?” 

Savitri-537 

 Regarding Satyavan’s unfinished Yoga, we get the hint from the heavenly 
sage Narad and Savitri’s conversation with Death. Though Satyavan was a mere 
woodsman, his past birth was extended from the beginning of creation as first man 
or first Avatara and shared earth’s pain in subsequent birth and suffered million 
wounds in his subtle body and he will be the last Avatara to vanquish Time and 
Death. We find the present Satyavan in the form of Sri Aurobindo, who has 
established Himself in the subtle and causal world to pursue His unfinished Yoga 
of calling down the Truth-Light to transform twilight Subconscient plane, slays the 
evil in dark abysm of Inconscient home and those Sadhakas who are identified or 
united with Him, He will lead their Soul to higher planes for liberation of Soul and 
lower planes for transformation of Nature. The sorrow of all living creatures will 
visit His universalised subtle body and live within His house and His healing 
touch will cure the world. The weeping of past centuries visited Him through 
visions and poisons of the world stained his living throat and wore the blood glued 
shirt of the race. His death calls down Supreme force and a new earth is born and 
through His hard sacrifice high heaven is born. Till He slays the dark concealed 
hostility and old adversary Force peace is forbidden on earth. If He would bring 
down God’s peace, He must conquer the hidden foe of eternal Night and the evil 
whisper of the physical and vital mind. Thus man is lifted to his higher Spiritual 
destiny.  
 
The Mother’s children are ready for Cellular Transformation:- 

“At play with him as with her child or slave.” 
Savitri-65 

“A child and servant of the spirit’s force.” 
Savitri-261  

“Arousing consciousness in things inert, 
He imposed upon dark atom and dumb mass 
The diamond script of the Imperishable, 
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Inscribed on the dim heart of fallen things 
A paean-song of the free Infinite 
And the Name, foundation of eternity, 
And traced on the awake exultant cells 
In the ideographs of the Ineffable…” 

Savitri-232 
“That is what Sri Aurobindo never stopped repeating: “Do not try to do it 

(sadhana) all by yourself, the Mother will do it for you, if you trust Her.””17 
The Mother 

   
Satyavan’s experience of cellular transformation is a continuation of King 

Aswapati’s Yoga in the Inconscient and Subconscient plane, which he left 
unfinished through Japa or ‘the mantra sinks in Yoga’s ear.’33 This repetition of 
sacred word whips the blind and mechanical brain and repeats its murmur ‘in the 
dim ignorant cells.’33 This word repeats itself endlessly in the cells of the body in 
rhythmic sound; thus possessing the thought, vision, feeling, sense and the true 
physical being with ecstasy and radical change.  

 
The Mother’s children, those who satisfy the above five theories of life are 

ready for acceleration of cellular transformation. It will be a part of the contagion 
from The Mother’s body, since evolution is a global phenomenon and 
transformation of the cells in one body repeats itself in all other bodies through a 
highly contagious Contact of Vibration of Consciousness. The acceleration of 
cellular transformation will continue with those children who prefer to live in The 
Mother’s atmosphere constantly. The Mother’s Consciousness is charged with the 
Supramental vibration of unspeakable felicity and will pursue the destined Souls 
all over the world to elevate their consciousness of mind, life and body to Cosmic 
Consciousness and subsequently to the Supramental status. 

 
 The stabilisation of Supramental Force in different layers of mind, life and 

body is a question of time and the collaboration of the outer instruments. The work 
of this transformation is a rather easier phenomenon as it is not an issue of new 
discovery but of entering the domain of already explored areas which was 
pioneered by The Mother. The cells that will agree for Supramental transformation 
and the cells that will refuse this transformation are a question of cardinal 
importance. The invasion of the Inconscient and Subconscient memories in the 
form of death, disease, accident, disorder and all other negations to the corporeal 
part of the body are chief stumbling blocks and their effects have to be annulled by 
the pressure of the Supramental force. The extent to which the cells of the body 
will collaborate with the Supramental invasion is a question of Spiritual 
experience. It is believed that it will be easier because a considerable amount of 
cleaning or purification in the universal inconscient has been under taken by The 
Mother and Sri Aurobindo in the subtle physical. Those who ‘wear the face of 
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Satyavan’ are The Mother possessed children of everlasting Day and The Mother’s 
glad eternity from all sides will capture Her children in order to accomplish Her 
unfinished work of cellular transformation. 

 
Sri Aurobindo’s departure, 5th December-1950, from the earth life marked 

the beginning of cellular transformation of humanity. Sri Aurobindo left, because 
His accumulated Spiritual force was not supported and multiplied by the fellow 
disciples in order to counter the earth’s opposition from the Inconscient Sheath 
and Universal Sheath. The Mother took nine years (refer The Mother’s experience: 
Night of 24th 25th July-1959) to discover Sri Aurobindo again in the subtle 
physical. Sri Aurobindo took nine years to establish Him in the subtle physical; 
then afterwards His action in the subtle physical was more concrete and The 
Mother recounts, “And I now have with Sri Aurobindo an intimacy I didn’t have 
when he lived in a physical body.”12 “Sri Aurobindo lives there (subtle physical) 
permanently, as though in a house of his own, you can see him, stay with him...”25 
The departure of The Mother, 17th November-1973, marked the second stage of 
cellular transformation and beginning of Their dual action on earth life from the 
subtle physical. The Mother had to leave because there was sharp incompatibility 
between Her intense Divinity and earth’s opposition. But Her action in the cells of 
the body will drive humanity ahead. The future of man will be worked out in the 
subtle physical where They are stationed firmly. So now we can enter far more 
intense relation with Them in the subtle physical than during Their physical 
Presence on earth. We can verify how Their external Avatarhood is a special 
privilege in our Spiritual life and feel deeply Their support in our inner and outer 
perfection.  

OM TAT SAT 
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